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[–] SuperConductiveRabbi 11 points (+13|-2) ago  

I'd trust you fucks with my IP address about as much as I'd trust you to not downvote comments just 
because you disagree with them.

• permalink 

[–] Morbo 5 points (+5|-0) ago  

Wise words.

• permalink 

• parent 

[–] techguy5 [S] 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

That's why it supports Tor. You can go the extra mile with a good VPN.

• permalink 

• parent 

[–] SuperConductiveRabbi 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

Does it use some other protocol over Tor? I heard you're not supposed to torrent over the network, as it 
clogs it up.

• permalink 

• parent 

[+] retarded_voater -9 points ago   (show) 

[–] crazy_eyes 4 points (+4|-0) ago  

Exactly what is this. It looks interesting .

• permalink 
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[–] techguy5 [S] 4 points (+4|-0) ago  

The site linked is a proxy/gateway into ZeroNet. The client to view + host it yourself is cross-platform 
and opensource over at Zeronet.io

You can think of it a lot like bittorrent, but for web pages. I think there's a lot of potential for this 
project, assuming it gets more awareness/users. The exciting part is that there are no "servers", only 
peers. This is the web hosting of the future.
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[–] TheWorstImaginable 5 points (+5|-0) ago  

Interesting stuff. can you tell us how much space/bandwidth will be used to host these pages? will 
pages only load to 69.7% for weeks at a time if there are no seeds available? 
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[–] crazy_eyes 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

You may get a lot of users if voat gets fucked over

• permalink 
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[–] techguy5 [S] 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

To access properly, download ZeroNet and head over to the ZeroNet URL: 
http://127.0.0.1:43110/1J1c7eML6uMwDU4uiKbKRxoqxGP6WMFMvb/

All viewers help participate in the decentralized website. Exciting things await us!
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[–] oiseaulibre 2 points (+2|-0) ago  

Looks good man, did you create this?

• permalink 

[–] techguy5 [S] 4 points (+4|-0) ago  

Nah, someone else referred me to it - but I was surprised it wasn't more well known. Source Code is 
available.
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[–] oiseaulibre 5 points (+5|-0) ago  
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Cool, I'll try to give it more activity, decentralization is the future of the web.
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